HISTORICAL NOVEL
PRESENTATION RUBRIC

4/5 EXEMPLARY ACHIEVEMENT
Presenter may include something unique
Presentation contains information required and is visually appealing; creativity is displayed
Includes Poster with information that expresses a piece of the work that appealed to the student
Written material has correct spelling, punctuation and grammar
Presenter has excellent posture, gestures and tone

3 COMMENDABLE ACHIEVEMENT
Presentation is visually appealing
Presentation contains most of the information required; some creativity displayed
Includes Poster with information that somewhat expresses a piece of the work that appealed to the student
Most written material has correct spelling, punctuation and grammar
Presenter uses correct posture, gestures and tone

2 ADEQUATE ACHIEVEMENT
Presentation is somewhat visually appealing
Presentation contains some information required; creativity displayed
Includes Poster with some of the information expressing a partial idea of the piece of the work that appealed to the student
Written material has some correct spelling, punctuation and grammar
Presenter has some posture, gestures and tone problems

1 MINIMAL ACHIEVEMENT
Presentation lacks visual appeal
Lacks information required; lacks creativity
Missing poster or the required information that was to show the work that appealed to the student
Written material has spelling, punctuation and grammar errors
Presenter lacks correct posture, gestures and/or tone

NAME______________________SCORE_________________GRADE___

COMMENTS: